5 Tips for Solving Retail’s
Real Labor Challenge
Regain lost revenue and productivity by focusing on the
right retail labor challenges.

How Retail Complexity Impedes Sales
Retailers are very much aware of how complicated retail is becoming and how urgent it is that
they address that complexity. This urgency often forces retailers into a patchwork approach to
solving concerns involving manual processes and disparate IT tools and platforms. This complex
and cumbersome approach ultimately impacts sales, productivity, morale, and, perhaps most
importantly, a store associate’s ability to effectively engage with customers.

This dynamic introduces a seemingly invisible problem
that’s costing retailers billions!

At the same time, it’s becoming harder for retail associates to serve customers, as they are
under pressure from a variety of changing business functions, which include:
• N
 ew operating models bridging
physical and online channels—pushing
more work to the store

• M
 ore data directed at the store from
IT systems and IoT-enabled devices,
requiring action

• Increased workloads from the
head office, involving promotions,
merchandise changes, recalls, and
other time-sensitive matters

• N
 ew lines of business to enhance
the in-store experience that require
specific skills and associate time

• T
 asks and additional workload coming
from multiple internal departments
using a variety of communication tools
Some see this as an issue that can be addressed through simply improving store execution,
while others believe that optimizing labor operations will solve their dilemma. What
managers and operators are really dealing with is a combination of the two, a retail work
problem, which is a more complex collection of challenges.

Here are five tips for solving the retail work problem retailers face today.

“

Retailers lose $37.7 billion
a year due to long checkout
lines, but that number pales
in comparison to the billions
they forsake because
of withering customer
engagement and service.
Frustrated shoppers who
feel ignored ultimately leave
stores for competitors or
online retailers.

“
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TIP #1
Start With a Single Platform
Technology Foundation
Retailers can start addressing the retail work problem by eliminating
IT system silos, enabling managers to deal with all work on a single
platform, whether that work is driven by a customer entering the store
or a work task sent by the corporate office. Within this system, labor
scheduling must be tightly linked to store execution elements,
such as task management.
There are technology solutions on the market today that simplify task
management and labor scheduling, but it’s important to have a unified
solution residing on a single cloud platform.

THE PLATFORM MUST BE COMPOSED OF:
• T
 ask management solutions that enable management by exception,
prioritizing and distributing corporate, system, and IoT-generated tasks to
associates in real time
• S
 cheduling solutions that automatically account for critical needs such as
labor laws, organizational goals, and associate requests
• M
 obility for those using phones and tablets, to assure rapid
delivery of information to associates and managers
This technology platform helps ensure tasks are launched with a full
understanding of the store’s capacity to handle workloads, and schedules are
created factoring in the expected workload associated with tasks and projects.
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TIP #2

Simplify Work to a Single
Screen for Store Associates
At the user level, disparate systems from
multiple vendors create complexity for
associates by forcing them to jump between
multiple platforms and different interfaces.
This practice runs the risk of having them
overlook vital information or, even worse, miss
out on engagement with customers because they’re too busy
navigating between systems.

With a single platform of retail solutions,
all actionable items can be viewed and
dealt with from one singular interface. In
order to truly simplify the role of the store associate, the
platform should also be able to monitor critical data from
various store-facing systems and devices, identify exceptions
requiring intervention along your best practice response, and
intelligently throttle tasks to ensure that customer-facing time
is preserved.

Your single platform should:
Align tasks with corporate goals
Shift tasks easily between associates
Prevent task overload
Offer real-time alerts, late
or incomplete flags, and note
areas of non-compliance
Benchmark and record performance
to support continuous improvement
P
 rovide in-the-moment training
to instantly assist associates in
accomplishing work
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TIP #3
Make Scheduling a Revenue Driver
Today, in order to realize scheduling efficiencies, store managers need technology that
helps them align available labor with customer demand. This needs to happen while
respecting rapidly changing labor laws and budgets, as well as store associates’ skills,
certifications, and preferences.
Today’s retail labor schedules require better forecasting driven by retail-specific
forecasting algorithms. Improving the quality of labor forecasts results in labor schedules
that better utilize employee skillsets and align available labor with customer demand,
driving engagement in stores and higher sales.

A technology tool must have the highest-quality forecasts and
labor optimization driven by retail-specific forecasting algorithms
and the latest advances in machine learning.
OPTIMIZED LABOR FORECASTS
AND SCHEDULES ALLOW FOR
CAPABILITIES SUCH AS:
• Cross-site scheduling
• C
 luster scheduling to fill shifts from
a broader group of associates
• Market scheduling to enable

“

Stores should staff
to maximize sales
and profits, not to
minimize costs. By
staffing correctly,
retailers can turn
traffic into customers,
not just passersby.
Knowledgeable people
can help the customer
and make that final
transition from shopper
to buyer.

“

— Rogelio Oliva,
Texas A&M University business
school professor, to Forbes.com

associates with unique skill sets to
be scheduled at above-store levels,
even across a market or district
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TIP #4
Prioritize Access From Anywhere
Just as customers expect to access
your retail enterprise with mobile
devices, your associates and
managers demand the same.
Store associates need to be able to
use tablets and phones to perform
labor management and store
execution functions. With mobility,
store associates no longer need to
access schedules in a central on-site
location, since schedules arrive as
messages on their mobile devices.
At the same time, store management can enjoy enhanced visibility
and control with the ability to:

1. Drill down into
daily shift details

 . Review labor
2
demand at the
intraday, daily,
and weekly levels

3. Quickly assign
tasks to store
associates on the
go

4. Create schedules
quickly, usually
reducing execution
time from hours
to minutes

5. Approve
time-off requests
and shift swaps
from anywhere
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TIP #5
Get Associate Buy-In
It’s no secret that the retail sector has long battled associate
engagement concerns. According to Quantum Workplace’s
“Employee Engagement Trends Report,” 35 percent of retail
associates feel disengaged with their work. High turnover is a
natural consequence of disengagement. According to a retail survey
from management consulting firm, Hay Group, the retail hourly
associate turnover rate has climbed to 65 percent.
Technology solutions can take care of a lot of your daily task and
scheduling concerns, but encouraging associates to buy into the
technology and processes is critically important. If implemented
correctly, your technology can help foster engagement and
become a selling tool for new hires. When retail associates express
confidence in your task and scheduling technology and its ability to
help them do their job better, they then become ambassadors for
your enterprise, helping you find more motivated associates.

“

One way to increase associate acceptance of a solution is through
the use of in-the-moment training. This type of training is easy and
always available, saving associates time while also delivering the
information they need to correctly and confidently complete tasks.
You also have the opportunity to demonstrate to associates how
technology improves productivity and efficiency, allowing them to
engage with the work they enjoy most.
When retail associates understand that technology is a beneficial
tool, it encourages use and results in a happier and more productive
associate. This, in turn, benefits the business and the customers.

When retail associates understand that technology
is a beneficial tool, it encourages use and results in
a happier and more productive associate.

“
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A Platform of Real-Time Store
Operations Solutions
Reflexis is the leading provider of real-time store operations
solutions, having been selected by more than 250 global retailers
to simplify store operations, optimize labor spend, and improve
store execution.
The Reflexis ONE real-time work platform helps retailers drive
simplification for stores and improved line-of-sight for field
management, resulting in significant time savings, precise
execution, and a superior customer experience.

Take back lost revenue and productivity today!
Learn more about Reflexis by contacting
info@reflexisinc.com.

www.reflexisinc.com // +1 (781) 493-3400

